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Tamil Nadu Electricity Regulatory Commission 
Consultative Paper on Captive Generating Plants 

 
1.0 Preamble 
 
1.1  Generating Capacity in Tamil Nadu 
 
 The TNEB’s generating capacity as on 30.09.2005 is 9550 MW 

comprising 2970 MW from four Thermal Stations, 424 MW from three Gas 

Turbine Stations, 2137 MW from 33 Hydro Stations, 1101 MW from Private 

sector Projects, 78 MW as contribution to Tamil Nadu grid from Captive 

Generating Plant and Co-generation and 2840 MW as Tamil Nadu’s share from 

Central Generating Stations  

 Tamil Nadu is also receiving 360 MW as external assistance from other 

States. Generating capacity from privately owned wind farms is 2399 MW and 

TNEB’s wind farm capacity is 19.355 MW. The installed capacity of Cogeneration 

in Sugar Mills is 296.6 MW, Biomass power project is 32.85 MW and through 

Solar is 0.165 MW. The gross generation during the year 2004-2005 was 52,345 

MU.  
 
1.2 Electricity Consumption in Tamil Nadu 
A total of 40,638 MUs of power was consumed in the year 2004-05 in Tamil 

Nadu. The historical annual growth in energy consumption in Tamil Nadu is in the 

order of 5 to 6% in the previous 10 years. With a spinning reserve of 500 MW, 

the net deficit will be around 629 MW in 2005-06. The corresponding energy 

shortage will be around 1,130 million units for the year 2005-06.  

1.3 Captive Generation  Scenario in Tamil Nadu 
 
The analysis of data on captive  generation in Tamil Nadu reveals that there are 

22 operational Captive Generation plants (CGPs) as on 31-03-2005 with a total 

aggregated capacity of 432 MW. Out of the 22 plants, the capacities of 12 plants 

are more than 10 MW each totaling 372 MW. It is understood that 5 more CGPs 

are in the pipe line which will be commissioned during 2005-06 with a total 

capacity of 297 MW.  
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However, in future, the scenario with respect to CGPs is expected to improve 

significantly due to the following encouraging provisions in the EA 2003. 

 

(i) A person may construct, maintain or operate a captive generating plant and 

dedicated transmission lines.  

(ii) The supply of electricity from the captive generating plant through the grid 

shall be regulated in the same manner as the generating station of a generating 

company.  

(iii) Every person, who has constructed a captive generating plant and maintains 

and operates such plant, shall have the right to open access for the purposes of 

carrying electricity from his captive generating plant   to the destination of his 

use: 

 
1.4 Background and Chronology 
 
The Government of Tamil Nadu issued a detailed policy for Captive Power 

Generation vide G.O. MS. No. 48 Energy dated 22.04.98. This policy was 

subsequently amended in letter no. 4020/A1/98-3 dated 22.05.98 and letter No. 

6551/A1/98-3 dt 25.8.98. 

 

As per the above policy, the following procedure was followed under repealed 

laws to grant permission to install, Commission and synchronizing the CGP with 

the grid.  

 

(i) Permission for installation of Captive Power Generation is to be obtained from 

TNEB under Section 44 of Indian Electricity (Supply) Act 1948. For captive power 

generation of 25 MW and above, TNEB will accord permission under Section 44 

of Indian Electricity (Supply) Act 1948 only after consulting the Central Electricity 

Authority as per Section 44 (2A) of Electricity (Supply) Act 1948.  
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(ii) Commissioning approval shall have to be obtained from Chief Electrical 

Inspector to Government, if the capacity exceeds 10 KW. For Generators up to 

and inclusive of 10 KW capacity, approval from CEIG is not necessary.   

(iii) Permission of Government of Tamil Nadu is required to synchronize and 

operate with Grid. Owner of CPG should apply for the above to TNEB and on 

TNEB’s recommendations Government will issue permission.   

(iii) All statutory clearances for setting up the CPG have to be obtained by the 

owner of the CPG on his own accord and TNEB will not be involved in any 

manner.  

 
The growth of the CGP underwent changes from time to time depending on the 

prevailing power and tariff scenario in the State in the subsequent years. 

However, the enactment of EA 2003 brought out radical thinking on CGP 

policies.  

 

1.5 Formulation of proposed order on CGP 

 
The Commission has taken into consideration the genesis of the Captive Power 

Generation in the State and its evolution. In the changed power scenario, the 

Commission notes that there is an opportunity to harness the excess saleable 

capacity with the Captive Generation Plants (CGPs), which could be utilized to 

partially bridge the demand-supply gap prevailing in the State. In this connection, 

the Commission have taken in to account the following sections of National 

Electricity policy, which are reproduced below. 

Section 5.2.24 The liberal provision in the Electricity Act, 2003 with 

respect to setting up of captive power plant has been made with a view to 

not only securing reliable, quality and cost effective power but also to 

facilitate creation of employment opportunities through speedy and 

efficient growth of industry. 
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Section 5.2.25 The provision relating to captive power plants to be set up 

by group of consumers is primarily aimed at enabling small and medium 

industries or other consumers that may not individually be in a position to 

set up plant of optimal size in a cost effective manner. It needs to be noted 

that efficient expansion of small and medium industries across the country 

would lead to creation of enormous employment opportunities. 

Section 5.2.26 A large number of captive and standby generating stations 

in India have surplus capacity that could be supplied to the grid 

continuously or during certain time periods. These plants offer a sizeable 

and potentially competitive capacity that could be harnessed for meeting 

demand for power. Under the Act, captive generators have access to 

licensees and would get access to consumers who are allowed open 

access. Grid inter-connections for captive generators shall be facilitated as 

per section 30 of the Act. This should be done on priority basis to enable 

captive generation to become available as distributed generation along the 

grid. Towards this end, non-conventional energy sources including co-

generation could also play a role. Appropriate commercial arrangements 

would need to be instituted between licensees and the captive generators 

for harnessing of spare capacity energy from captive power plants. The 

appropriate Regulatory Commission shall exercise regulatory 

oversight on such commercial arrangements between captive 

generators and licensees and determine tariffs when a licensee is the 

off-taker of power from captive plant. 
 
The Commission has carried out a detailed analysis of the various policies of the 

Government of Tamil Nadu and CGP related policies of other states. 

Commission has evaluated the various factors that affect the cost of generation 

like vintage of technology, fuels used, other scale of operation etc. On further 

analysis the Commission observed that the cost of generation varies depending 

on the size of CGP, type of fuel used, among other things, and hence, the 

Commission is of the opinion that the tariff should be generic in nature and would 
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not be different for various CGP holders based on size of CGP or type of fuel 

used. To arrive at the tariff the Commission has considered various options 

available. In order to address the above situations, the Commission has dealt in 

detail with the following issues in this concept paper for Captive Generating 

Plants: 

 
Issue No.1: Rate of Purchase of CGP Power by Distribution Licensee 

Issue No.2: Condition on purchase of surplus power from CGP 

Issue No.3: Banking facility with Distribution Licensee 

Issue No.4: Provisions related to Wheeling of CGP Power 

Issue No.5: Surcharge and additional surcharge  
Issue No.6: Grid Support Charges for Captive User.  

Issue No.7: Reduction in Contract Demand of a Captive User and or by a Third party  

         purchaser. 

Issue No.8: Excess Demand Charges in respect of Captive User 

 
2.0   Special Provisions for Captive Generation in EA 2003 (Section – 9) 
 

(1)     Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, a person may 
construct,  maintain or operate a captive generating plant and 
dedicated transmission lines:          

 
Provided that the supply of electricity from the captive generating plant 
through the grid shall be regulated in the same manner as the 
generating station of a generating company. 

 
(2) Every person, who has constructed a captive generating plant and 

maintains and operates such plant, shall have the right to open access 
for the purposes of carrying electricity from his captive generating plant   
to the destination of his use: 

 
Provided that such open access shall be subject to availability of 
adequate transmission facility and such availability of transmission 
facility shall be determined by the Central Transmission Utility or the 
State Transmission Utility, as the case may be: 
 
Provided further that any dispute regarding the availability of 
transmission facility shall be adjudicated upon by the Appropriate 
Commission. 
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3.0  Requirement of Captive / Group Captive Generating Plant as notified by 
the GoI 
Requirement of Captive / Group Captive  Generating Plant as notified by GoI 
under rule GSR (379) (E) are: 
 
(1) No power plant shall qualify as a ‘Captive Generating Plant’ under section 9 

read with clause    (8) of section 2 of the Act unless – 

 a. In case of a power plant – 

i. not less than twenty six percent of the ownership is held by the 

captive user(s) and 

ii. not less than fifty one percent of the aggregate electricity generated 

in such plant, determined on an annual basis, is consumed for the 

captive use: 

Provided that in case of power plant set up by registered cooperative 

society, the conditions mentioned under paragraphs at (i) and (ii) above 

shall be satisfied collectively by the members of the co-operative 

society: 

Provided further that in case of association of persons, the captive 

user(s) shall hold not less than twenty six percent of the ownership of 

the plant in aggregate and such captive user(s) shall consume not less 

than fifty one percent of the electricity generated, determined on an 

annual basis, in proportion to their shares in ownership of the power 

plant within a variation not exceeding ten percent; 

b. In case of a generating station owned by a company formed as special 

purpose vehicle for such generating station, a unit or units of such 

identified for captive use and not the entire generating station satisfy (s) 

the conditions contained in paragraph (i) and (ii) of sub-clause (a) 

above including –  
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Explanation:  - 

(1) The electricity required to be consumed by captive users shall be 

determined with reference to such generating unit or units in 

aggregate identified for captive use and not with reference to 

generating station as a whole; and 

(2) The equity shares to be held by the captive user(s) in the 

generating station shall not be less than twenty six percent of the 

proportionate of the equity of the company related to the generating 

unit or units identified as the captive generating plant. 

2.  It shall be the obligation of the captive users to ensure that the consumption 
by the Captive Users at the percentages mentioned in sub-clauses (a) and (b) 
of sub-rule (1) above is maintained and in case the minimum percentage of 
captive use is not compiled with in any year, the entire electricity generated 
shall be treated as if it is a supply of electricity by a generating company. 

 
4.0 Definitions 
 

(a) “Annual Basis” shall be determined based on a financial year; 

(b)  “Average Power Factor” means the ratio of the kilowatt-hour to the 

kilovolt ampere-hour consumed during the month. The average power 

factor shall be calculated to three decimal places and rounded off to 

two decimal places.   

(c) “Captive generating plant” means a power plant set up by any person 

to generate electricity primarily for his own use and includes a power 

plant set up by any co-operative society or association of persons for 

generating electricity primarily for use of members of such co-operative 

society or association. 

 
(d) “Captive User” shall mean the end user of the electricity generated in a 

Captive Generating Plant and the term “Captive Use” shall be 
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construed accordingly. 

(e) “Co-generation” The Ministry of Power (MoP) in its Resolution dated 

06.11.1996 has defined the qualifying requirements for a co-generation 

facility as follows: 

“A Co-generation facility is defined as one, which simultaneously 

produces two or more forms of useful energy such as electrical power 

and steam, electrical power and shaft (mechanical) power, etc. There 

are essentially two basic forms of co-generation, viz. a) Topping cycle 

b) Bottoming cycle.  

Topping cycle: Any facility that uses fuel input for power generation 

and also utilizes for useful heat applications in other industrial 

activities.  

Bottoming cycle: Any facility that uses waste industrial heat for power 

generation by supplementing heat from fossil fuels.  

A facility may qualify to be termed as co-generation facility if it satisfies 

certain operating and efficiency standards. For the co-generation 

facility to qualify under topping cycle mode it would be required that at 

least 20% of the total energy output is in the form of useful thermal 

energy.” 

(f)  “Firm Power” means the quantum of energy which a supplier is 

obliged to deliver as scheduled in the given period. For example, if the 

CGP Holder has signed an EPA with the Distribution Licensee for 

selling 700 units of Firm Power in 1 hour but actually sells less, then 

the same would not qualify as Firm power but would be considered as 

Infirm power. 

(g) “Fossil fuel” is defined as a natural substance with hydrocarbon 

contents that can be burnt to generate useful heat. Major fossil fuels 

that are covered by this Order include- 
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• Solid Fossil Fuels like Coal, Lignite; 

• Liquid Fossil Fuels like Diesel, Fuel Oil (FO), Low Sulphur Heavy 
Stock (LSHS), Naphtha, 

• Light Diesel Oil (LDO), Superior Kerosene Oil (SKO), High Speed 
Diesel (HSD) and 

• Gaseous Fossil Fuels like Natural Gas, Re-gasified Liquefied 
Natural Gas (R-LNG), 

• Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG), Other Lean Gases (like Propane, 
Butane, etc.) 

It should be noted that the fuels mentioned above are major fossil 

fuels used in fossil fuel based Captive Generating Plants. However, it 

is not an exhaustive list, and any other fossil fuel with hydrocarbon 

content shall also be covered by this Order. Any non-fossil fuel used 

for captive generation is not covered under this Order. 

(h)  “Infirm Power” means the energy supplied that is not Firm Power, 

which is interruptible on a very short notice. 

(i) “Ownership” in relation to a generating station or power plant set up by 

a company or any other body corporate shall mean the equity share 

capital with voting rights. In other cases ownership shall mean 

proprietary interest and control over the generating station or power 

plant; 

(j) “Special Purpose Vehicle” shall mean a legal entity owning, operating 

and maintaining a generating station and with no other business or 

activity to be engaged in by the legal entity. 

5.0  Provision for Existing Beneficiaries  : 

 CGP holders and Captive users on the date of coming into force of these 

regulations under an existing agreement or arrangement shall be entitled to 

continue on the same terms and condition for the term of existing agreement or 

arrangement. 
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6. 0 Important Issues Addressed in this Concept Paper 
 
6.1 Rate of purchase of CGP  power by distribution licensee 
 
Rate of Purchase of Firm as well as Infirm CGP Power shall be based on the UI 

rate under the Principles of Availability Based Tariff (ABT).  

The UI charges with effect from 1-10-2004 are as follows.  

 
Average frequency of time block (Hz)      UI Rate 
 
      Below  Not below  (Paise per kWH) 
 
        ---      50.50          0.0 
       50.50      50.48          6.0 
       50.48      50.46        12.0 
        ---        -----          --- 
        ---        -----          --- 
       49.84      49.82       204.0 
       49.82      49.80       210.0 
       49.80      49.78       219.0 
       49.78      49.76       228.0 
       49.756       ---        230.0 
        ---       ---           --- 
        49.04      49.02       561.0 
        49.02      49.00       570.0 
 

The rate of purchase from CGPs would be linked to Unscheduled Interchange 

(UI) charges as explained below. 

The rate of purchase of Firm CGP power shall be linked to the prevailing 

grid frequency and subject to a band of a minimum (floor) and maximum (ceiling) 

rate of purchase. Thus, for the current level of applicable UI charges at Rs. 5.70 

per unit at 49.0 Hz, the band of the maximum and minimum rate of purchase of 

Firm CGP power shall be Rs. 3.80 per unit (two third of UI charges at 49.0 Hz) 

and Rs. 2.30 per unit (currently, intersecting at UI Rate frequency of 49.756 Hz). 

The above average frequency range and UI rates are subject to change as per 

the orders of the CERC issued time to time.  
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In view of the provisions of Section 86 (1)(e) of EA 2003 mandating promotion of 

cogeneration, the Commission proposes that CGPs adopting the principles of co-

generation based on fossil fuel, shall be entitled to a rate premium of 10% as 

prescribed above. 

Table   

Rate for Purchase (including Band) of Firm/ Infirm Power from CGP 

Purchase 
Condition  

Frequency  Purchase Rate 

Firm Purchase 

Non-Co-
generation CGP  

At all frequency 
within ABT range

As per UI rate subject to the Floor rate of 
Rs. 2.30 per kWh (intersection frequency 
of 49.756 Hz) and Ceiling rate of 2/3rd of 
UI Charge at 49.0 Hz. 

Co-generation 
based CGP  

At all frequency 
within ABT range

10% premium over Rate prescribed under 
Firm purchase for Non-Co-generation 
based CGPs i.e. As per UI rate subject to 
the Floor rate of 110% of Firm power rate 
of Non-Cogeneration based CGPs 
(intersection frequency of 49.756 Hz) and 
Ceiling rate of 110% of 2/3rd of UI Charge 
at 49.0 Hz. 

In-Firm Purchase 

Non-Co-
generation CGP  

At all frequency 
within ABT range

90% of the applicable rate prescribed 
under Firm purchase for Non-Co-
generation based CGPs 

Co-generation 
based CGP  

At all frequency 
within ABT range

90% of the applicable rate prescribed 
under Firm purchase for Co-generation 
based CGPs  

Common requirements for both Firm and Infirm CGP Power purchases by 
Distribution  Licensee:- 

The Distribution Licensee may purchase firm as well as infirm power from any 

CGP Holder on application by him for this purpose. The payments for the power 

purchase from the CGPs by the Distribution Licensee should be settled at the 
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end of each billing cycle. 

Each CGP Holder whose CGP is synchronised with the grid and desirous of 

selling power to the  Distribution Licensee or to Third Party should install ToD  

meters (including Special Energy Meters SEMs) at his end. 

It shall be noted that the intersecting frequency is based on the current UI Rate 

prescribed by the CERC and subject to change in future.  

Comments are invited on the methodology adapted for rate of purchase of 

captive power. 

6.2 Condition on purchase of surplus captive power from CGP by third 

party 

The rate of purchase of CGP Power by the Third Party Consumer is not within 

the purview of the Commission. 

Whoever, the sale of CGP Power to the Third Party shall be subject to the 

following conditions; 

• For the purpose of operational simplicity, the eligibility criterion applicable 

for purchase of ‘Firm’ power through the Distribution Licensee’s network 

will be a minimum of 1 MW (i.e.  equivalent to 700 units per hour). In case 

a CGP holder puts less than 1 MW of power into the grid then such lower 

quantum of energy should not be accounted for by the Distribution 

Licensee. 

(Operational Definition: The eligibility criterion of minimum 1 MW would be 

equivalent to 700 units per hour i.e. minimum 700 units per hour should be fed 

into the Distribution Licensee’s grid. This calculation is based on a normative 

load factor of 70% for Captive Power Plants (i.e. 1000 kWh x 70% Load Factor = 

700 units per hour)). 
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• ToD (including Special Energy Meters- SEMs) meters should be installed 

by both the CGP Holder synchronised with the grid and desirous of selling 

power to the Third Party consumer as well as the Third Party consumer of 

CGP Power at the receiving end. 

• Third Party sale through the grid will be as specified by the Commission in 

the Open Access Regulation 

Comments are invited on the conditions on purchase of captive power. 

6.3 Banking facility with distribution licensee 

Accounts will be closed every month except for cases where wheeling is done to 

the captive user in other distribution circle for whom one more month is allowed 

for transactions but on monthly adjustment basis.  

Views are welcome on the above 

6.4 Provisions related to wheeling of CGP power 

The Transmission and Wheeling charges for the purchase of power and wheeling for 

third party sale and/self use, in respect of Captive Generating  Plants shall be as per the 

order issued by the Commission on the petition filed by the TNEB requesting to fix 

Transmission Charges, Wheeling charges, Surcharges etc. for Intra State Open Access.  

6.5 Surcharge and addl. surcharge on third party purchaser of captive power 

The surcharge and additional surcharge shall be as per the order issued by the 

Commission on the petition filed by the TNEB requesting to fix Transmission Charges, 

Wheeling charges, Surcharges etc. for Intra State Open Access.  

6.6 Grid Support Charges for Captive User. 

 Incase of generator outages, (during the period of non-synchronization) 

standby arrangements should be provided by the distribution licensee on 

payment of tariff of that category or applicable UI charges whichever is higher. 

When CGP holder is synchronized with the Grid, energy charges shall be 
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payable by the captive user and/or third party purchaser for the units supplied by 

the Distribution Licensee i.e balance units subtracting the units supplied by the 

CGP holder from total consumption of the captive user and/or third party  

purchaser  during the billing month at the applicable rate of that category subject 

to the compliance of regulation 6.4. 

In addition to energy charges stipulated above, the captive user and/or 

third party purchaser shall pay applicable demand charges  as specified below. 

There are 2880 time block of 15 minutes interval in a billing month. 

Matching generation of CGP with that of consumption by the Captive user for 

each time block is very cumbersome at present. Till such time a suitable 

technology is developed, the applicable demand charges for that category of 

Captive user  is proposed  as detailed below in lieu of  deemed demand supplied 

by the CGP holder.  

The demand charges for a captive user shall be 37.03% of the applicable 

demand charges for that category of Captive user for the “deemed demand” 

supplied by the CGP holder plus 100% of the applicable demand charges for that 

category of Captive user for the balance demand supplied by the Distribution 

Licensee.( i.e  the difference between the maximum demand recorded and the 

deemed demand subject to the tariff order on demand charges). For reckoning 

the deemed demand supplied by the CGP holder (at the Captive User end) the 

following method is adopted.  

Note: 

Calculation for the rate of i.e.37.03% of applicable demand charges for the 

deemed demand supplied by CGP holder. 

 Minimum consumption criteria for CGP is = 51% at captive user end 

Percentage of deemed units supplied at CGP holder end assuming a 

Transmission and wheeling loss of 10% up to 11KV = 51/0.9 = 56.67% 
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Note : Transmission and wheeling loss is a variable one as specified by the 

Commission from time to time. 

Percentage of Deemed demand supplied by CGP holder = 56.67/0.9 = 62.97 

where 0.9 is the average pf to be maintained. 

Percentage of Deemed demand supplied by the distribution licensee                   

= 100 – 62.97 = 37.03%  

The billing monthly consumption is segregated in to two parts: 

(i) Quantum of energy supplied by the CGP holder at captive user 

end and;  

(ii) Quantum of energy supplied by the Distribution licensee to the 

Captive user.  

To find out the monthly billing deemed demand supplied by the CGP holder, the 

units consumed by the Captive User in the particular month will be divided by 

average pf for that billing month x 24hrs x 30 days 

This demand so arrived will be deducted from the maximum demand recorded 

for that billing month to arrive at the demand supplied by the Distribution 

licensee. 

Illustration - 1: 

Assume : 

(i) Sanctioned demand of the captive user is 1000 KVA, 

(ii)  the recorded demand for the billing month is 950 KVA,  

(iii) Total units consumed by the Captive user for the billing month is 
6.8 lakhs 

(iv)  the units supplied by the CGP holder (at Captive user end) 
during the billing month is 3.68 lakhs and  

(v) the demand charges for that category of Captive user = Rs 300 
per KVA. 
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(vi) Average pf recorded during the billing month = 0.95 

Then the deemed demand supplied  by the CGP holder is 

= 368000 / (0.95 x 24 x 30)  = 538 KVA 

The balance demand supplied by the Distribution Licensee is                           

= 950 – 538 = 412KVA 

Therefore the demand charges will be  

 ( A x 0.3703 x 300) + (B x 300 )  

(538 x 0.3703 x 300) + (412 x 300) =   Rs 1,83,366/- 

Illustration - 2: 

Assume : 

(i) Sanctioned demand of the captive user is 1000 KVA, 

(ii)  the recorded demand for the billing month is 950 KVA,  

 

(iii) Total units consumed by the Captive user for the billing month is 
5.0 lakhs 

(iv)  the units supplied by the CGP holder (at Captive user end) 
during the billing month is 5.0 lakhs and  

(v) the demand charges for that category of Captive user = Rs 300 
per KVA. 

(vi) Average pf recorded during the billing month = 0.95 

Then the deemed demand supplied  by the CGP holder is 

= 500000 / (0.95 x 24 x 30)  = 731 KVA 

The balance demand supplied by the Distribution Licensee is                           

= 950 – 731 =  219KVA 

Therefore the demand charges will be  

A

B

A 

B 
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 ( A x 0.3703 x 300) + (B x 300 )  

(731 x 0.3703 x 300) + (219 x 300) =   Rs 1,46,907/- 

The demand charges specified above shall also be applicable for third 

party purchaser of captive power. Energy charges shall be payable for the 

balance units if any supplied by the Distribution licensee at the applicable rate to 

that category. 

The above demand charges, is applicable only when the CGP holder is 

synchronized with the grid.  

 Comments are welcome on the issue of applicable demand methodology 

adopted by the Commission. 

6.7  Reduction in Contract Demand of a Captive user and or for Third Party 

Purchaser 

  The Captive user  and or Third Party Purchaser shall be allowed to reduce 

his Contract Demand with the Distribution Licensee to the desired level without 

payment of any additional one time charges for the quantum of demand reduced. 

Comments are welcome on the above. 

 
6.8 Excess demand charges in respect of Captive user 
Applicability of Excess Demand Charges shall be as follows: 

• In case of captive user / Third party purchaser, the Excess Demand alone be 

charged at double the normal rate. 

Views are welcome on the above issue. 

7.0 Special Issues  

7.1 Peak hour extra charges / off peak hour rebate for captive user and 
third party purchaser of captive power.  

The peak hour extra charges and off peak hour rebate shall be on net energy 

consumption after deducting captive generation during the respective peak hour 
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block and off peak hour block.  

7.2 Power factor incentive / disincentive for captive user and third party 
purchaser of captive power 

The PF incentive / disincentive shall be on the gross consumption 

7.3 Payment of additional security deposit for captive user and third party 
purchaser of captive power.  

The payment of security deposit shall be on average of net consumption after 

deducting the generation.  

7.4 Wheeling  

The units of energy wheeled will be adjusted in the service for which wheeling is 

done as follows. 

 If the tariff of the service to which wheeling of energy is H.T. Tariff-I, the 
wheeled units will be directly adjusted.   

 If the tariff rate for the energy of the wheeled service is higher than that of 
H.T. Tariff-I, the adjustment will be at H.T. Tariff-I rate. The difference in 
rates will be charged to the consumer for the units wheeled.   

 If the tariff rate of energy of the wheeled service is lower than that of H.T. 
Tariff-I, then the wheeled units will be directly adjusted.   

 

8.0 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.1 CGP Holder to furnish details related to CGP to the SLDC 

All the existing CGP holders in the State of Tamil Nadu shall provide details 

related to their CGPs to the State Load Dispatch Centre (SLDC) within a period 

of six months from the date Notification of this Consultative Paper. 

For the CGPs that are commissioned after this order, the CGP holder shall 

provide intimation of date of commissioning of CGP to the SLDC and the 
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Distribution Licensee at least one month in advance. Additionally, the details 

related to the various aspects of such CGPs shall be submitted by the respective 

CGP Holders to the SLDC within one month after commissioning of the CGP. 

Also, any modification/ augmentation of the existing CGP capacity shall be 

reported to the SLDC within one month of the said modification/augmentation. 

8.2 Reactive Power Supply 

For the quantum of Reactive Power Supply, the CGP Holders synchronized with 

the grid, shall be governed by the TNEGC.  

8.3 Payment Security- for Firm Power Purchase by Distribution Licensee 
from CGP holder 

A Letter of Credit (irrevocable and revolving) in favour of the CGP holder for an 

amount equivalent to an average monthly bill shall be opened at the cost and 

option of the CGP holder by the Distribution Licensee, in case an EPA is signed 

for Firm power purchase between Distribution Licensee and the CGP holder. 

8.4 Billing and Payment to CGP Holder by Distribution Licensee for 
Purchase of Firm/ Infirm Power 

The Distribution Licensee shall raise the bill after accounting for the Firm/ Infirm 

power purchased from the CGP applicable as first charge, at the end of each 

monthly billing cycle. In case the Distribution Licensee needs to make payment to 

the CGP holder, this shall be done after adjusting charges payable in respect of 

the energy consumed by the CGP holder or other charges (like Demand 

Charges, etc.) due to the Distribution Licensee. 

The payments in respect of the energy consumed from CGP after adjustments 

shall be made by the Distribution Licensee within the same period as provided by 

the Distribution Licensee to recover payments from its HT Industrial Consumers. 

The monetary penalties for delayed payments by the Distribution Licensee to the 

CGP Holder shall be the same as those levied by the Distribution Licensee on its 

HT Consumers for delayed payments. 
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8.5 Evacuation Facilities 

 The cost of interfacing lines, switch gear, metering and protection 
arrangement shall have to be borne by the owner of captive power 
generators, but the work will be executed by Distribution Licensee on 
Deposit Contribution Work basis.   

 When the owner of the captive power generator happens to be a 
consumer and when the power fed to the Distribution Licensee grid is less 
than 2 MVA, dedicated line from the location of the captive power 
generator to near by Distribution Licensee substation will not be required. 
The service line itself will cater to the need to export the power to the 
Distribution Licensee grid.   

 When the owner of the captive power generator happens to be a 
consumer and when the power fed to the Distribution Licensee Grid is 
more than 2 MVA, then a dedicated feeder to a nearby substation will be 
required. If already the consumer is availing himself of supply through a 
dedicated feeder and if the capacity of the feeder is adequate to carry the 
quantum of export of power, then the same feeder can be used for export 
of power and no additional installation is required.   

 In case the dedicated feeder is not adequate to carry the power exported, 
then the existing dedicated feeder has to be strengthened or a new line 
has to be erected.   

 For a non-consumer (user) the new interfacing line of appropriate capacity 
and voltage shall be at his cost and will be executed by Distribution 
Licensee.  

8.6 Deemed Generation Benefits 

No compensation shall be provided to the CGP Holder or the Third Party 

purchaser of CGP Power by the Distribution Licensee for deemed generation 

benefits in case the Distribution Licensee fails to evacuate power due to failure of 

the Transmission facility. 
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8.7 Energy Purchase Agreement (EPA) 

The CGP Holder shall sign an EPA with Distribution Licensee or Third Party 

consumers for sale of power of minimum 1MW (i.e. equivalent to 700 units per 

hour). The above criterion shall be applicable for “Firm” as well as “Infirm” power. 

Any power injected into the grid for the purpose of selling to the Distribution 

Licensee or the Third Party which is less than 1 MW shall not be considered 

while billing by the Distribution Licensee. 

It is not intended that the Commission would approve EPA for each CGP Holder 

individually. Distribution Licensees shall draft EPA taking cognizance of the Tariff 

provisions and EPA-related principles elaborated in this Order. 

A short tenure such as 1 year for Firm power purchase agreement would be an 

area of concern (to lending institutions) keeping in mind that CGP Holder needs 

to provide details related to revenue realization on account of excess power sold 

(for the duration of financial assistance) while seeking financial assistance from 

the lending agencies/ institutions. 

In the absence of a long-term EPA (for excess saleable energy), the ability of the 

CGP holder to re-pay the principal amount and interest could be questioned by 

the lending institutions/agencies that provide financial assistance to the CGP 

holder. 

Therefore, the Distribution Licensee should sign an EPA for a minimum of 3-

years and a maximum period of 5-years, with the CGP Holders, for both ‘Firm’ as 

well as ‘Infirm’ power purchase from CGP. 

The Distribution Licensee should sign the EPA within 1-month from the date of 

submission of the application for such agreement by the CGP Holder. 

8.8 Energy Wheeling Agreement (EWA) 

The CGP Holder/ Third Party buyer of CGP power and the concerned 

Distribution Licensee shall sign an EWA for the purpose of Wheeling of only Firm 
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power from the CGP Holder to the Third Party buyer of CGP power. Such 

Wheeling Agreement shall be applicable for a minimum quantum of 1 MW (i.e. 

equivalent to 700 units per hour) if wheeled over the Distribution Licensee’s 

Network. It is not intended that the Commission would approve EWA for each 

CGP holder individually. The Distribution Licensees shall draft EWA taking 

cognizance of the energy wheeling principles elaborated in this order. 

The tenure of the EWA shall be same as that of the EPA signed with the CGP 

holder/ Third Party buyer of CGP power. 

The Distribution Licensee should execute the EWA within 1-month from the date 

of submission of the application for such agreement by the CGP Holder or the 

Third Party purchaser of CGP power, as the case may be. 

8.9 Planned and Unplanned Shutdown for Captive Generating  Plant 

For a shutdown to be treated as planned shutdown, the CGP Holder shall inform 

the Distribution Licensee at least one-month in advance. 

8.10 Metering Arrangements and Communications 

 (1) The open access customer shall provide metering arrangements in 

accordance with the Central Electricity Authority’s “Regulations on Installation 

and Operation of meters” and based on period of supply and tariff category.  

(2) The Generating company or a Licensee contracting to effect supply to an 

open access customer shall provide Main Meters at interconnecting points based 

on the customers to whom it will effect supply under open access or in case of 

inter state transmission, it  shall arrange communication of energy accounts of 

respective Regional Load Dispatch Centers, effected through 

displacement/adjustment in the format as may be specified by State Load 

Dispatch Centre on real time basis as well as periodically; 

(3) The Distribution Licensee may provide Check Meters of the same 

specification as Main Meters; 
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(4) The Main and Check Meters shall be periodically tested and calibrated by 

State Transmission Utility in the presence of other party involved. Both parties 

shall seal Main and Check meters. Defective meter shall be replaced 

immediately. The periodicity of testing, checking, calibration etc., will be 

governed by the regulations issued by the Central Electricity Authority in this 

regard. 

(5) Reading of Main and Check meters shall be taken periodically at appointed 

day and hour by authorized officer of distribution Licensee and customer or his 

representative, if present. Meter reading shall be immediately communicated to 

State Load Dispatch Centre, customer, State Transmission Utility and Generating 

Company / electricity trader, as the case may be, by the distribution Licensee, 

within twelve hours. Check meter readings shall be considered when Main 

Meters are found to be defective or stopped. 

Provided that if difference between the readings of main and check meter vis-à-

vis main meter reading exceeds twice the percentage error applicable to relevant 

class, both meters shall be tested and the one found defective shall be 

immediately replaced and reading of other will be considered. 

Provided further that Distribution Licensee for the purpose of this clause shall be 

the distribution Licensee operating and maintaining distribution system to which 

consumer’s premises are connected; 

(6) An open access customer or generating company or Licensee may request 

distribution Licensee to provide Main Meters. In that case he shall provide 

security to distribution Licensee and shall pay for its rent and Main Meter shall be 

maintained by Distribution Licensee; 

(7) Main and Check Meters shall have facility to communicate its reading to State 

Load Dispatch Centre on real time basis or otherwise as may be specified by the 

Commission. Such special energy meters (conforming to the requirements to be 

specified by Central Electricity Authority in this regard)  shall be installed by the 

direct customers to the STU and if required, also by the embedded customers as 

found necessary  by the STU / SLDC (the nodal agency) 
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8 The Special Energy Meters installed shall be capable of time-differentiated 

measurements (fifteen minutes integration) of active energy and voltage-

differentiated measurement of reactive energy as specified by the State 

Transmission Utility or the State Load Dispatch Centre. 

 (9) The term ‘Meter’ shall include Current transformers, voltage/potential 

transformers, wiring between them and meter box/panel. 

 
Location of Meters 
 
Sl 
No 

Stages Main meter Check meter Stand by 
meter 

1 Captive Generating 
Plant/Co-generation 
Plant 

At the grid 
entry point of 
the generator 

At the grid 
entry point of 
the generator 

At outgoing 
feeders from 
the Bus 

2 No-Conventional and 
Renewable sources of 
Generation 

Generator 
output 
terminal 

Generator 
output 
terminal 

 

 

8.11  Start up Power 

The charges for start up power for CGPs supplied by the Distribution Licensee 
shall be on unit-to-unit adjustment basis. 

8.12 Distribution Licensees to furnish details related to power purchased 
from Captive Generating  Plants 

Distribution Licensees shall provide and update every month details in respect of 

quantum of power purchased (both Firm as well as Infirm power), source from 

which power is procured and the cost of purchased power (both monthly and 

moving year average) on their websites. 

Captive Generating Plant Holders must furnish details related to CGP power 

sales to  Distribution Licensee and/ or Third Party 

The CGP Holder shall provide details in respect of quantum of power sales to 
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Distribution Licensee (both Firm as well as Infirm power) as well as to Third Party 

purchaser of CGP power, if any, along with details such as units sold and 

realization from sale of such power, at the end of every Financial Year to the 

SLDC. 

 The said details shall be duly audited by an independent accredited energy 

auditor. before submission to the SLDC. A copy of the same shall also be 

submitted to the relevant Distribution Licensee in whose license area the CGP is 

situated. 

8.13 Waste Heat Recovery based Generation 

Any power generation on waste heat recovery system by an industrial unit shall 

be treated as captive generation. However, for the same to be applicable for 

CGP, fossil fuel should be used for the purpose of heat generation in the 

manufacturing process from which waste heat recovery is done. However, the 

same shall not be treated as co-generation so long as such generation does not 

satisfy the criteria defining co-generation for the purpose of this dispensation. 


